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Regulation & Legislation:
Ryan, McConnell’s Spending Hopes Could Be Dashed — Again
Source: Roll Call
FMCSA: New Final Rule Eases Way to CDLs for Military Vets
Source: Trucking Info
FMCSA Advisory Boards Will Meet This Month to Discuss Sleep Apnea Screening Rule
Source: Overdrive

Transportation:
N.J. Legislature Passes 23-Cent Gas Tax Hike, Road Funding Plan
Source: NJ
NTSB Wants Greater Focus on Driver Drug Testing Following Fatal 2015 Crash
Source: Commercial Carrier Journal
New Data on Highway Deaths Suggest that Congress Needs to Revisit Speed Limits, Advocates Say
Source: Washington Post
Is Your State Next to Raise its Gas Tax?
Source: CBS
Department of Transportation to Provide $165M to Make U.S. Cities Smarter
Source: Tech Crunch

Infrastructure:
Dubai Begins Building 'World's Tallest' Tower
Source: Business Times
Measure Would Give California Voters Say on Mega-Projects
Source: SF Gate
Crisis in Flint Underscores a National Problem
Source: Engineering News-Record
My Infrastructure Plan to Save the US Economy
Source: Forbes

Labor:
Volkswagen Readies Challenge to NLRB 'Micro Union' Test
Source: Reuters
Louisiana Employers Call on Scalise to Stop Implementation of Federal Overtime Pay Rule
Group Sues Feds Over Labor Violations Reporting Rule
Source: The Hill

Virginia Voters Will See Right-to-Work Law on the Ballot
Source: CBS

Wal-Mart Ups Entry-Level Manager Salaries Ahead of Overtime Rule
Source: Reuters

Congress, Lawsuits Unlikely to Put the Brakes on FLSA Overtime Rule
Source: HR Dive

The Construction Industry's Top Workforce Challenge — and 3 Potential Solutions
Source: Construction Dive

DOL, Backed by States, Urges Judge to Uphold Union Persuader Rule
Source: Reuters

McDonald's Labor Board Deal May Speed Joint Employer Ruling
Source: Bloomberg

Sustainability:
Manufacturers Working To Make Concrete Greener
Source: Pro Builder

Resilient Construction:
Matthew's Punch Still Delivers Pain to North Carolina
Source: Associated Press

Focus Shifts to Recovery and Flooding with Hurricane Matthew Heading to Sea
Source: Reuters

Don't Privatize National Flood Insurance: Opposing View
Source: USA Today

North Carolina, Saturated and Surprised, Reels from Hurricane Matthew
Source: New York Times

Houston's Next Large Hurricane Could Be the City's 'Doom,' Researcher Says
Source: Weather Channel

Building Code Changes Help Homes Survive Hurricanes
Source: TC Palm

Environment:
Climate Pact Transparency May Spur Collaboration: Officials
Source: Bloomberg

Climate Change Blamed for Half of Increased Forest Fire Danger
Source: New York Times

Deepwater Horizon Oil Disaster Extends Its Toxic Reach
Source: Newsweek

No Criminal Charges in EPA-Caused Colorado Mine Waste Spill
Source: Reuters

New England States Sue EPA Over Ozone Petition
Source: Hartford Business

Economy:
Economy Fading to Black in 2016 Race  
Source: The Hill  
Fed Minutes See Rate Rise ‘Relatively Soon’  
Source: New York Times  
Here’s the Biggest Thing Holding Back the U.S. Economy  
Source: Fortune  
Texas, Once a Star, Becomes a Drag on the U.S. Economy  
Source: Wall Street Journal  
The Consumer May Be All the U.S. Economy Has Going For It  
Source: The Globe and Mail

Tax Reform:  
Clinton Should Consider a Simpler Tax Code  
Source: Bloomberg  
Clinton Foresees $275 Billion in New Business Tax Revenue, but From Where?  
Source: Wall Street Journal  
More Senate Republicans Pressure Treasury Over Debt-Equity Rules  
Source: The Hill  
Killing the Death Tax Would Resurrect Growth  
Source: Wall Street Journal

Politics:  
Trump Was Better but Remains a Terrible Standard-Bearer for GOP  
Source: Roll Call  
Donald Trump's mission: Make Clinton's Life Hell for the Next Month  
Source: CNN  
Abandoned by GOP Leaders After His Lewd Comments, Trump Pushes Back  
Source: Wall Street Journal  
Millennials Lack Enthusiasm for Clinton, Trump  
Source: The Hill  
Five Takeaways From Second Presidential Debate  
Source: The Hill  
Trump Stops the Bleeding  
Source: The Hill  
Ryan to House Lawmakers: I 'Won't Defend Trump'  
Source: Politico  
Trump Leaves Wavering Republicans in a Catch-22  
Source: Roll Call  
For or Against Trump, GOP Fears Intensifying Civil War if he Loses  
Source: Bloomberg  
Unshackled Trump Poses Threat to Ryan  
Source: The Hill  
WikiLeaks Pumps Out Clinton Emails  
Source: The Hill  
Dems on the Senate: We Got This  
Source: The Hill  
Trump Hints That Ryan is Part of 'Sinister Deal'
The Hill
RNC Chairman: We're Fully Behind Trump

Roll Call
The Senate: How the Challengers Rank

Roll Call
The House: 10 Most Vulnerable

Wall Street Journal
U.S. Jobless Claims Hold at Four-Decade Low

Regards,